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Abstract

Invasive floating sargassum seaweed has become a serious problem for Caribbean
nations due to the blocking of fisheries and distinct rotten smell that disincentivizes tourism to
these countries. The solution to this problem conceived in Luke Gray's master's thesis was to
pump the sargassum to a depth where the hydrostatic pressure is sufficiently greater than the
sargassum bladder internal pressure such that the bladders are compressed, and the plant sinks
[1]. This would be achieved by feeding a mixture of sargassum and seawater through a suction
hose to an onboard solids pump, which then transports the sargassum to a depth where the
hydrostatic pressure renders the sargassum negatively buoyant. One inlet device, discussed in
Gray's thesis, is called the "sump-inlet" which operates much like an oil skimmer, controlling
and enforcing a high solids concentration by locating a weir close to the free surface of the water.
Once sargassum and seawater flows over the weir, into the sump, the sargassum is dragged
downward toward suction piping, against its natural rate-of-rise, due to the constrained cross-
sectional area of the sump and the high downward fluid velocity. With this method chosen, a
single DOF linkage system was needed to deploy the sump-inlet and constrain it during
operation. The hydrodynamic response of this linkage must ensure that the weir stays at an
acceptable depth, in as wide a range of sea states as possible, to avoid inconsistent solids
concentration and dry-running. Dimensions and mass properties of the sump-inlet linkage were
informed by Gray's hydrodynamics model [1]. This thesis focuses on structural analysis of the
deployment linkage, deck frame, attachments, and pivot.

Thesis Supervisor: Prof. Alexander H. Slocum
Title: Walter M. May and A. Hazel May Professor of Mechanical Engineering
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1 Introduction

The seaweed called sargassum is a problem for many countries in the Caribbean. As

illustrated in Figure 1-4, sargassum piles up on beaches where it dies, rots, dyes water dark

brown, smells terrible, inhibits recreational activity, harms coastal ecology, and affects human

health. The effect of decreased tourism is especially severe in locations like Cancun and Punta

Cana.

While current solutions focus on beach cleanup, construction of permanent infrastructure

(barriers), and costly transformation of sargassum into biogas substrate, fertilizer, and other

products, Luke A. Gray's thesis [1] proposes "sargassum ocean sequestration" (SOS) as the

long-term solution to the sargassum problem. SOS comprises a process wherein sargassum is

pumped to a depth where hydrostatic pressure is sufficient to compress sargassum, rendering the

plant negatively buoyant. Sargassum is thereby sequestered in the deep ocean. This solution is to

be deployed aboard a supply-type vessel that intercepts sargassum in the open ocean, over areas

deep enough to permanently sink sargassum. Gray's thesis discusses several possible inlet

devices, responsible for feeding sargassum to an onboard pump before it is transported, through a

long discharge hose, to a depth of-200m. One of these devices is called the "sump-inlet," shown

in Figure 1.

A

Figure 1: Sump-Inlet Deployment
Linkage

The sump-inlet operates much like an oil skimmer,

controlling and enforcing a high solids concentration by

locating a weir close to the free surface of the water. Once

sargassum and seawater flows over the weir, into the sump, the

sargassum is dragged downward toward suction piping, against

its natural rate-of-rise, due to the constrained cross-sectional

area of the sump and the high downward fluid velocity.

In order for the sump-inlet to provide a consistent solids

concentration, it must follow waves such that the weir stays at

relatively constant depth below the free surface of the water.

With this in mind, the general component layout of the sump
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inlet-deployment linkage was inspired by the Eco Wave Power® wave energy linkage, shown in

Figure 1-2.

The devices use a piston to charge cells with compressed gas, which is them harvested on

demand to produce electricity. The wave-following ability of the devices is the key working

principle. The same general design features - hydrostatic preload, stiffness, and possibly added

damping - can be used to create a similarly performing, wave-following sump.

Figure 1-2: Eco Wave Power® linkage in action. The linkage consists of three main parts. The deck

frame that attaches to the ground, the arm that holds the sump at a distance from the ground, and the

piston. [3]
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Dimensions and mass properties of

the sump-inlet and deployment linkage

were chosen based on Gray's

- . hydrodynamics model, wherein

- performance was measured based on the

sump's ability to remain below, but as

close as possible to, a predefined "no-run-

dry" threshold [1]. The arm linkage was

Figure 1-3: Sargassum on coastal lands. The sargassum has optimized to minimize the distance of
een reported to smell like rotten eggs. The buildup of

sargassum along the beaches has decreased the appeal of the
beaches for tourists and thus, decreased tourism spending in performance of the sump in a range of sea
beach towns that depend on the tourism for most of their
business. states.

During the summer of 2019 there will be a pilot vessel featuring this, and several other,

inlet devices, which will be attached to the port side of the vessel. The sump-inlet will be fitted

with a hose that follows the linkage onboard and flows into a 5000 GPM pump (GODWIN

DPC300) that will then pump the sargassum down to the -200m depth. The present sump-inlet is

designed specifically for this pump. The full-scale design will be for a larger pump.

1.1 List of Parameters

The summer 2019 pilot vessel will be using a 5000 GPM pump and the supporting structure

is sized for this application. The sized components are listed below and explained in Table 1-1

below.

9



Table 1-1: List and explanation of all the parameters used in the design of the deck frame, arm, and sump.

Parameter Value Explanation

Q 5000 [GPM] This is the approximate expected size of the pilot pump.

D 1.5 [in] This is the freeboard of the pilot vessel.

h -0.75 [in] Max. depth below deck to avoid traverse waves in transit.

h2 2 [in] Could change while increasing the damping commensurately.

h3 0.5 [in] Lowers asw further (closer to free floating).

L 1 [m] Minimizes suction piping and still safe from diffraction waves.

D 0.5 [in] Reduces cylinder length and allows reasonable stroke to lift.

H 1.6 [m] Necessary to provide desired volume in sump.

B 0.5[m] Necessary to allow full submergence of suction pipe in sump.

L 1.79 [in] Necessary to prevent dry-running with minimum 6 LE = 0.2.

w 0.53 [in] Reduces projected frontal area.

s 0.5 [in] Necessary mounting surface for ballast, boom guides, funnel.

YLE 1.31 [rad] Creates minimum downward bias for flow, minimizes lift.

1&E 0.2-0.75 [in] Necessary to prevent dry running in SS8.

narm 2 This small sump only requires 2 arms with cross bracing.

np 1 or 2 Could be easily changed to one centrally mounted cylinder.

Fpreload 0 [N] This is accomplished with ballast to avoid gas springs for now.

j1W 2.18 [m] Could be shortened by reducing h2 and increasing damping.

k0 0 [N/m] Hydrostatic stiffness is accomplished with ballast and buoy.

Bp 8000-15,000 [Ns/m] A small amount of damping is required to eliminate

asw 1.32 [rad] Very close to 900 means operation is close to free-float.

tb 0.11 [in] Could be bigger to increase hydrostatic stiffness (add ballast).

Hb 1 [m] Enough freeboard to allow for the addition of ballast.

tsump 0.03 [in] To prevent failure of the plywood with minimal ribbing.

tbox 0.00635 [in] Standard box extrusion thickness.

Wbox 0.07 [in] Sized to provide infinite life in operation.

hbox 0.14 [in] Sized to provide infinite life in operation.

mballast 100-500 [kg] Used to control the still water height of the leading edge.

10



Parameter drawing

The variables in

Figure 1-14 are the

overall driving

parameters for the

linear hydrodynamic

model and thus are

naturally the inputs

for the solid model.

Point A has a

rotational degree of

freedom and point B

is fixed.

/ h
h2

j

e

Figure 1-4: Detailed parameter drawing. Parameters in this figure drive the
solid model. The parameters of Luke's hydrodynamic model are inputs into the
sketch model and propagate through the final assembly
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2 Design

2.1 Functional Requirements

The goal of the design is to analyze the strength of the frame with the desired lengths for

the positioning of the sump while minimizing weld lengths and maintaining length to weight

ratios called for in the linear hydrodynamics model [1]. Maintaining the sump-inlet a certain

distance below the water is critical for keeping the sargassum volumetric solids concentration to

the desired level (30%-70%). The sump must also endure wave forces in multiple directions. The

forces are in the surge, heave, and sway directions. Depending on how the boat is oriented, there

will be different load cases. The best orientation for the sump-inlet deployment linkage is

thought to be 90' heading such that the sump-inlet, deployed from the port-side, will be in the

wave shadow of the SOS vessel, and the weir is parallel to the progression of the waves such that

the entire weir can remain submerged. In the summer 2019 test with a 5000 GPM pump, the max

expected forces are 30.5 kN sway, 12.5 kN heave, and 2.5 kN surge. The table below

summarizes these and other functional requirements of the sump-inlet deployment linkage. The

functional requirements are summarized in.

Table 2-1: Functional Requirements

Value

Category Requirement Definition Value Risk Justificatio Analysis Validation Plan

n

Must not hurt Doesn't Keep a safe

General Safety Safety none r - distance while
anyone require one

operating

sump must wave A light Hydro

follow in order to frame will Necessary dynamics
Satisfy the lengths Too light

minimize time at take less to hold model (Luke).
Geometry for critical DOF will result in Wave Tank Test

elevated depths power to sump in Hydraulic
positioning a weak frame

and at 'extreme' deploy and location cylinder force

depths retract and damping

Cost

Reduction

Reduced weight and

size of components

Suction piping

will be

minimized. Weld

length will be

minimized

Increase

profit

Poor

materials

Poor welds

Saves the

company

money

minimized

arm length.

Weld strength

and SN curve

Good design

12



Ship Dect

SWL

pistonFrame

Point A
Point B

Wave Inlet

Figure 2-1: Labeled drawing with overall geometry
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for number of

cycles

The time it takes
Deploy/retract SUMP to deploy e quick Minimal

Operational into water alongside is reaction to No longer downtime hydraulic Monitor budget

cost boat without an Sargassum economical reduces pump power

operator operation mats expenses

Downtime

Withstand operating Salinity and two for the Components Two years SN curve used

conditions, years of device is filing of to predict Inspect linkage
Lifetime before end of

Minimize MTTR continuous costly, thus life result in continuous allowable every 6 months

and MTTF operation minimizing downtime use stress

is important

Lowest

Extreme 100 Year wave Breaks margin is the
will not hurt the - - None

Conditions Contingency vessel safely weak point in

the structure
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2.2 Overall Architecture Design

The fundamental control elements of this system

are ballast, buoyant bodies, spring(s)/damper(s), in

addition to the physical properties and geometry of the

arm and sump. (L. Gray, 2019) There were a few

different ways the sump and hose could be attached to

the boat. The most likely were drawn out and labeled in

Figure 1-1. The main considerations were suction hose

length and feasibility.

The final architecture was chosen based on

evaluations of four designs in Figure 1-1 and

summarized in the Pugh table in Table 2-2. The numbers

are defined as this: a 3 is positive, 2 is neutral, 1 is

negative. The OA with highest total points will be the

best choice.

~J SAg 2.,.

7L

C44

Figure 2-2: The architecture of the
overall system contained important

considerations which are: pump
serviceability, effectiveness, inlet

clogging, pump wetness, ability to be
deployed, modularity, autonomy

OA l scored the highest in the Pugh chart and for the reasons explained here. The

serviceability of each configuration is different due to the different critical placements. The

pump for OA2 and OAl is on board the vessel and is much easier to service than if each

individual pump is outboard inside each sump. If each sump had its own pump and tubing down

to the depth required then this would get much more expensive than if you had one pump on

board. Adding more sumps is easier in OAl. The deployment and retraction of the other

configurations is more difficult relative to GAl due to the awkward connections, whereas GAl

features a clean lighter design.
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2.3 Materials

In order for the arm and bracket to last for the design requirement of two years, the

material must be selected such that the internal stresses do not exceed the maximum lifetime

strength. The overall length and placement of components is shown in Figure 2-1. The

components are close to the seawater thus will be exposed to salt for its lifetime. The strength

and surface preparation required is described below. The bushings used at point A in Figure 2-1

must be corrosion resistant and provide a surface for the arm to rotate about, thus C424 Naval

bronze was chosen for its corrosion resistance and good strength. The clevis pin is necessary to

retain the bronze bushing and will be made from 304 for its corrosion resistance and strength.

The box extrusions will be made from 4130 alloy steel that meets AMS 6374 with corrosion

resistant coating in accordance with MIL-HDBK- 1110 6.7.1.3.F. This corrosion resistance is

necessary to prevent galvanization and general wear to ensure the structure will not suffer

strength degradation.

15

Table 2-2: Overall architecture Pugh matrix

Reliable Length of tubing Modularity Cost Total

0A1 3 2 3 2 10

OA2 1 2 1 3 7

OA3 1 3 1 3 8

OA4 1 2 1 2 6



3 Structural Analysis

The structural analysis is performed to size the components of the sump-inlet deployment

linkage such that they will survive under max loading for the entire lifetime. The agreed upon

factory of safety for the yield strength of both structures is two. The two members that will be

analyzed are shown in Figure 3-1. The deck frame connects to the arm via a bushing pivot

connection. The box extrusion will contact the bushings on the two sides of the box extrusion,

totaling four contact areas between the arm and the bushing and the bushing and the deck frame.

3.1 Load Cases Considered

Performance of the sump-inlet is expected to be best in 90' heading, with the sump-inlet

being deployed over the port side of the SOS vessel such that it is in the wave shadow of the

vessel. For the sake of simplicity, the structural analysis is done assuming the SOS vessel is in

this orientation, such that surge forces are zero.

Furthermore, the hydrostatic forces on the sump-inlet , expressed in Equation 3-1

Fsump,hydrostatic - sumpPwater9 - MsumpY 3-1

Are much smaller than the hydrodynamic (wave) forces. For the sake of simplicity and

conservatism, the structural analysis is done assuming the sump is held rigidly in its still-water

position and subjected to hydrodynamic forces. The rigid assumption adds a margin of safety and

also eliminates the need to account for dynamic forces from the acceleration of the ballast, arm

linkages, and the water inside the sump.

When the boat starboard side is parallel to, and facing, the wave front (900 heading), the

forces on the sump and linkage are theoretically only in the heave and sway directions. The

maximum expected wave state is Sea State 8 [1].

Gray derived the heave and sway forces analytically in Equation 3-3 and 3-4 [1]:

16



Fhea3e(t) (B+ - pL(H - h3 ) Aw 2 ek(-H+h3)cos wt
2ta n(y*2) 2

-k lsintasw) + -- + H-h3
2 4tan(y*E)

Fsway ) = - (H H -h3 (+ ) -H+hs
- h3 ) (2pL (B + 2tn(*E )Aw ek( 2 >sin (ot

- k lsin(asw) H-h3
2 tan(y)JJ

3-3

Using these results, we can model the stresses and max loads the components can take.

The largest unit length forces from the model are predicted to be 17kN/m in sway and 7kN/m in

heave [1]. Using the results from the hydrodynamics model in equation 3-2 and 3-3 we can get a

conservative estimate for the forces expected in this model.

The load cases for SOS pilot (summer '19) expected in 900 heading.

Table 3-1: Load cases considered for the structural analysis performed below. There is no theoretical

surge force, but because boat positioning can deviate by a few degrees there is some force assumed.

The force will be stemmed from the sway force, thus estimating a few degrees of deviation, the surge

force can be estimated as 15 degrees which would result in about 8% of the sway force.

Force Max Value in 90' heading [kN]

Fsway 30.5

Fsurge 2.51

Fheave 12.5

'This is a highly unlikely load case. The purpose of including this is to analyze the edge cases to ensure the design
will work in virtually all cases. Maintenance time is detrimental to the profit of this project and thus should be
minimized if not eliminated.

17
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The linkage is made up of two structural parts:

The Bracket and the Arm, as illustrated in Figure 2-1,

Figure 3-1: The deck frame is the left-most The sump is bolted on the arm with a number of bolts.

structure. The bushings hold the piston and The arm rotates on a bushing connection to the sump.
the arm to the deck frame. The sump is
attached to the arm on the right-most side Both parts have mounting points for a hydraulic piston
of the figure. used for deployment and retraction. The R and L sides

of the linkage are necessary to resist the twisting in the arm and deck frame because the spacing

is designed such that the moment of inertia is sufficiently large for operation. A gusset was

added at a 450 angle between the deck frame L member the deck frame member that attaches to

the deck. This is mirrored for the deck frame R member. A diagram of this is available in Figure

3-7.

The device is subject to and wave forces in the z direction in the a = 900 configuration

that are described in equation 3-4. The hydrostatic force is assumed to be 0 because the sump

will be filled with water during operation.

3-4Fsumpz = Feave,z

18

The arm linkages will be made of box

extrusions due to their high area moment of inertia and

closed cross-section, suited for resisting the bending,

twisting, tension and compression loading cases the

device is expected to experience. Other benefits include

the availability and weldability of the steel box

extrusions.
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Figure 3-2: Global Coordinate system

The free body diagrams only include forces in that plane, forces in and out of the page are

not shown but represented in a different view of the component. FiguresFigure 3-3,Figure

3-4,Figure 3-5,Figure 3-7 are the representative free body diagrams and the sum of forces and

moments are written out below the diagrams.

3.2 Arm

The arm degree of freedom is located along the y axis at x, z = 0. The diagrams below

only show forces in their respective plane. The structure was analyzed with a = 90* because the

moments will be greatest in this configuration and the largest force, sway force, cannot be turned

into rotational acceleration due to the degree of freedom. Sway forces will dominate among the

expected forces, Euler buckling and lug analysis in the 1 DOF joint will be the primary concerns

for this structure. The internal stress in the arm, the shear stress in the arm, the Euler bucking

stress, the bending/twisting moment, and the bushing lug analysis are the important stresses to

check in this design. The analysis begins with a free body diagram and the sum of forces and

moments to solve for stresses.

The forces on the arm without the sump in the XZ plane are shown in Figure 3-3. The first

force of interest is the force on the bushings. Understanding this connection is critical because if

19



the bushing is not rated for its lifetime then the mean time to failure (MTTR) will decrease thus

increasing the change of stoppage.

xsump
zpistonl

XpIston

I,
rI

Farm,gravity

Figure 3-3: XZ plane FBD for arm

The arm forces when a = 900 in z direction are:

EFarm,z = sinaFsump,z - Farm,gravity + Fbushing,z - Fpiston,z = 0

Where Fbushing,z = Fbushing,z,L + Fbushing,z,R

The moment sum about y at point A when a = 900 is:

EMy = sinaFeave,zxsump - Farm,gravityxcg

The sump rotates about y axis so EMy * 0

Where Msump,y = Fsway,xsina Zcob

The arm forces in x direction when a = 900 are:

Xcg

I
Msump,y

Fsway,x

I
Fsump,z

3-5

3-6- Msump,y * 0

20
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3-7

3-8

IFarm,x = Fbushing,x - Fsway,xsina + Fpiston,x = 0

Where Fbushing,x = Fbushing,x,L + Fbushing,x,R

Stress analyzed at highest moment in bending:

harm
M(xmax M) 2r

0max,y bending 2- x 2

Where M is equal to the moment at the piston.

lxx = ( harm + warm harm2 t

Bending in arm 0max,y,bending 110 MPa MOS = 1.9

The stress in the arm due to bending is passing with high margin. The bushing forces will

be calculated with the next set of equations from the XY plane free body diagram.

Next, the XY plane free body diagram will be analyzed. Take the case where the sway

force is at the largest distance from the XZ plane (transverse wave). The sway force is located at

Ysway in Figure 3-4, which is located furthest from the x axis 2 and represents the largest moment

the sway force could create, give a couple degrees of improper positioning of the boat. This load

case is very unlikely.

2 This is a highly unlikely load case. The purpose of including this is to analyze the edge cases to ensure the design
will work in virtually all cases. Maintenance time is detrimental to the profit of this project and thus should be
minimized if not eliminated.
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Fbushing,x,R

y ------

Fbushing,x,L

Fbracket,y,R

YarmSpacing

Fpiston~x

Fbrackety,L

Figure 3-4: XY plane FBD for arm

The moment balance at 900 in z direction (yaw) are:

=Mz Fsway,xYsway - Fbushing,x,R Yarmspacing + Fbushing,x,L Yarmspacing +
2 2

Fsurge,yXsump = 0

3-9

Where Yarmspacing = L and Fbushing,x,R - Fsway,x - Fbushingx, - F IistonxIf we assume

Ysway = 0 then we can look at the bending of the member.

With two fixed ends, the moment at the edge is

Marmz - Fsway,xL
16
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Fsway,xL2

321yy
0max,z,bending

1 5
Izz = L +

3-10

warm) L
2 t

Bending in arm Umax,z bending 157 MPa MOS = 1.0

The bending in the arm in the z direction is passing with a high margin. This is assuming

that the maximum heave force is cancelled out by the piston and the arm is withstanding the

load.

Because the arm is a horizontal pendulum, there is a state where the arm is in a

compressive load case due to the arm not moving along the rotational DOF. This can occur if the

inclement wave force is in perfect radial alignment with the rotational axis. The arm will undergo

compression and buckling should be checked.

Euler buckling in arms along X

Euler Critical load:

2EI
PC-
cr (KL) 2

wzE
Ucr = K

=

A

Izz = (1 warm + 5harm) Warm 2 t
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A = 2t(warm + harm)

A K value of K = 2.1 is recommended as the effective length factor because the bushing

is a fixed hinge and the sump side of the arm is fixed in rotation. The stress due to this load case

and using the parameters desired allows us to calculate the stress directly.

rc2 E
acr Y

2.1

2

larmI [ +
:Warm + - harm) warmt

2t (Warm + harm)

Fsway,x < Pcr

Euler buckling, qcr 0.8 MPa MOS 381

The stress due to compression is insignificant. The bushing forces will be solved for after the

sum of forces and moments are calculated. The arm forces at 90' in y direction are:

IFarm,y -= Fsurge,y - Marmagravity + Fbracket,y 3-11

Where Fbracket,y = Fbracket,y,p + Fbracket,y,n

Solved forces for bushings in x direction:

1 Ysway 1 Fpso~ sreyxsumpFbushing,x,L = Fswayx (2 - 2swaY)t- ~ - Fr m L

y sway surge,yr -1 pison~ +Fre XsumpFbhn~xR =- Fsway,x (Ya L ! 2 ! + sreY L

3-12

3-13
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The bushing forces in the X direction are solved for in equation 3-12 and 3-13. The

bushing forces in the Z direction are required to properly design for the static load of the

bushing.

Fpiston,z;

FbushingyL Fsure,y Yheae FbushingyR

Fbushing,Z,L Farm,gravity Fsump,z Fbushing,z,R

z
Figure 3-5: YZ plane FBD of arm, the Fsump,z is offset from the center to reflect natural deviation in the

position of wave force

The moment balance at 90' in x direction are:

yarmspacing .zL armspacing .

E M - Fbushing,z,R 2 Fbushing,z,L Y + Fsumpz.Yheave = 0 3-14

Solved forces for bushings in Z

1 1+
Fbushing,z,L = - Farm,gravity + +FYsumpz ave - 3-15

Fbushing,z,R arm,gravity 2 Fpiston,z sumpz L

Using these forces, the tear out and shear in the bushings will be calculated as well as the

lifetime of the bushing. The total force on the bushings is represented by a combination of the

two calculated forces, represented in equations 3-15 & 3-16.

Using a small portion of the area to represent the loaded area of the bushing and clevis

pin the estimated shear force of both bushings is calculated.
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Table 3-2: The combined force on the two bushings at the maximum expected wave force and

the maximum allowable force at yield for the bushing and clevis pin connection

Fbusfings 33 kN Yield of 304 clevis pins: 448 MPa

Fbushings,at yeild 58 kN MOS = -0.1

The margin of safety is calculated with the shear strength of 304 after two years of cycles

and calculates out to -0.1. The lifetime of the bushings is not rated for two years under maximum

loading. The expected frequency of the maximum wave forces is low and the design will

withstand this load if the number of loading cycles are at the expected frequency.

The next step is to perform a lug analysis to size the e/d requirement for the tabs.

2.2.1 Lug Analysis

The lug analysis is required due to the high loads passing through a thin section that is cut

through the box extrusion. The reamed hole that the bushing slides into has a thickness in the XZ

plane that determines the net section that distributes the load. The bushings distribute the load to

four tabs so the lugs are assumed to have distributed the force equally. This is an acceptable

simplifying assumption because the lug is loaded in the larger net section when the sway force is

at maximum in the a = 900 configuration in 90* heading.

1. Tension failure across net section

2. Shear failure along two planes

3. Bearing failure

Box extrusions have two walls that are in contact with the bushing, respective areas are doubled

for this reason. Figure 3-5 shows the relevant parameters for this analysis. The dark blue member

represents the arm and the green circle represents the bushing and clevis. The direction of the

force is to the right applied on the green member, the bushing and clevis. The analysis is to check

if the green member will break the blue member.
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Y~I

-- | Z

R
CL hole

Figure 3-6: diagram of necessary parameters. The parameters used in the thesis will be used here instead

of the diagram parameters

1. Tension failure across net section

At = (harm - D)tarm

Maximum load:

3-17Ptu = St.At

2. Shear tear out along two planes

As = 2 Lsptarm

harm Df D
LS= + L--(1 - cosp) - Z2 2 2

Z= r - rp2 - (Dsin)

= 400 (common practice)

Maximum load:

3-18

3. Bearing Failure

Abr = Dyt
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Maximum load:

3-19Pbru = SbruAbr

Where Sbru = 1-5Stu

2.2.2 Arm Results

The stresses in the arm due to the maximum expected wave forces are summarized in for

each load case. According to the calculations, the closest margin is in bending in the y direction.

The location of this stress is in the bushing connection. The larger the width of the arm box

extrusions, the larger the moment resistance at the bushing joint.

The material of the steel is 4130 alloy with a yield strength of Uyeild = 620MPa. [4] The MOS

is calculated for each load case and displayed in Table 3-3.

MOS = Uyield - 1
FOS Ucalculated

3-20
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Ptu 47 MPa MOS = 5.6
Utension f ailure A

Psu 68 MPa MOS = 3.6
0 shear tear out -

S

Pbru 34 MPa MOS = 8.2
U bearing failure Abr

Table 3-3: Output from the design spreadsheet. The outputs are load cases,

maximum stresses, and margins calculated using the above equations

Load case Stress [MPa] MOS

Euler buckling, qcr 0.8 381

Bending in arm Umax,z bending 157 1.0

Bending in arm Umax,y bending 110 1.9



Ptu 47 5.6
Utension f ailure At

Psu 68 3.6
Ushear tear out As

Pbru 34 8.2
C bearing f ailure = Abr

The spreadsheet takes in parameters and displays the resulting maximum stresses and

margin. Included are all the individual calculations and implemented equations from the above

analysis. The spreadsheet assumes the sump is oriented in 900 heading and the included angle

between the bracket and the arm is 90'. There is only one sump considered in this spreadsheet.

Method for determining the size of all components is as follows:

Step 1: The equations and free body diagrams were worked out

Step 2: The proportions and lengths were taken from the linear hydrodynamics model output

Step 3: Input parameters into the excel spreadsheet

Step 4: Examine margins and change the box extrusion dimensions or piston force.

Step 5: Consult the linear dynamics model for any length changes

Step 6: Repeat until margins are positive

1.1

1.2

3.3 Deck Frame

The deck frame is welded on the vessel's ship deck via the right and left deck members

that are perpendicular to the members that hold the tabs. The deck frame L and deck frame R

members are fixed together via three perpendicular cross bars. The piston tabs are welded into

the topmost cross bar. The bushing tabs are at welded the bottom of the deck frame L and R

members and closest to the water.
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Fweldx Marm,z
Fpiston,z Fbushing,z

FP **"'"=FFbushing,y
Fweld,y

Fweld,x

Fweld,z

Zdeck Marm,z
bhFbushingz

-- -- ,,-- ----- ---- ----- Fbushing,z

Fbushingx Fweldy Fbushingy

Figure 3-7: Diagram showing two separate FBD for the deck frame. Free body diagram of the XZ plane

(Left). Free body diagram of the XY plane.

The critical area of stress in the deck frame will be at the joint of the perpendicular box

extrusions in the deck attachment. The stress due to bending is calculated in equation 3-21.

Mcrit = Zdeck Fbushigx
2

Izz = (1 Wdeck
5

+ hdeck Wdeck 2 tdeck
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Due to the added strut, the stress raiser in the critical area is minimized. The reaction

force takes two routes through the joint. A method for determining a more accurate stress level is

to break down the strut into a two-force member and solve out. Because the analysis passes in

the worst case, the more detailed case will not be pursued unless weight becomes a series issue.

Mcritharm

max,y bending z 2
Izz

Umax,y bending 195 MPa MOS = 0.6

Figure 3-8: Close up of pin joint in the XY plane. The arm is locally unconstrained in the y direction.

When the sump moves in the y direction, the arm will put the tab in bending.

The reamed hole in the arm will slide along bushing in the direction of the y load and hit

the deck frame tab. The two tabs will take all surge load. Figure 3-8 shows the limited translation

design. The extra room on either side of the arm is necessary to account for weld distortion in the
arm. Because there is no expected load case, but there should be a check for this tab strength in
this direction, the Fsurge,y will be estimated as 8% of the largest load, see for more information.

The estimated stress the tab sees at the welds is described in Equation 3-22

atab bending = Fswayltabtab 322

Uytab bending 100 MPa I-MOS = 2.1
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Deck Frame Results

The stresses are summarized in each load case. According to the calculations, the closest margin

is in bending in the y direction. The location of this stress is in the bushing connection. The

larger the width of the arm box extrusions, the larger the moment resistance at the bushing joint.

The fit between the bushing and arm member should be tight. A transition fit is desired, reaming

0.001" over is the preferred method. The material used for the box extrusions is 4130 alloy steel

Uyield = 620 MPa [4]. The MOS is calculated with a factor of safety of 2.

MOS = -yield 1
FOS Ucalculated

Table 3-4: Output from the design spreadsheet. The outputs are load cases, maximum

stresses, and margins calculated using the above equations

Load case Stress [MPa] MOS

Gmax,y bending 195 0.5

Utab bending 100 2.1

2.3.1 Deck Frame FEA

A static simulation was chosen to pursue the deck frame structural analysis. The deck

frame structure receives load from the two arm connections and reacts it to the deck of the boat.

The four contact points with the arm are at the tabs. The force propagates through the structure

and exits at the four weld joints.

2.3.1.1 Simulation Loads and Fixtures

The edges of the deck frame with the cross brace are held fixed to simulate the weld to

the ship deck. The load is applied to the hole in the tabs across the inner 40' of the tab thickness

to simulate the typical contact area for two circles that are not the exact same diameter.
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2.3.1.2 Mesh & Results

Von Mises (N/m^2)

12O9L-VO

".108e+OD98&04eVOM

&057e+006

-xO43e+VO

5.036e+008

4.029e+OM

3mle+OWi

1.=7e+006

Z533e+ 003

0 Y-led strengh: &204e+008

Figure 3-9: FEM SolidWorks static simulation results shows the critical stress location with max loading

in all directions is at the stress concentration near the gusset

The deck frame structure simulation suggests maximum stresses in the lower arm at the

gusset. The stress level is roughly 250 MPa. The hand cales support this finding with comparable

stress levels. The MOS for this simulation is 0.24 and indicates that the structure will not fail in

this load condition. The deck frame has full welds at each joint other than the connection to the

deck.

2.3.2 Deck Frame Welds

The frame attaches to the vessel deck through parallel fillet welds. The welds are subject

to concentrated moments and tension forces. The weld peel is described in equation 3-23.
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This is a moment connection;
such a connection produces
torsion in the welds. The shear
stresses shown are resultant
stresses.

0' + F

Figure 3-10: Fillet welds loaded in torsion FBD from Shigley's figure 9-12 [5]

The four deck frame welds will react out the moment created by the waves on the tabbed

joints. The forces and moments from the bushings tab connection on the edge closest to the

SWL. The force corresponding to the bushing connection is defined in equation 3-23

F = Fbushing,x,L+Fbushing,x,R+Fpiston,x 3-23

The stress due to this load condition is modeled in equation 3-24. The definitions of b, h,

and d are defined in Figure 9-17 of Shigley's [5]. The below calculation assumes all four welds

have a minimum length of 300 mm and are properly coated after welding.

1.414M
Oweld,m - bdli

aweld,m 65 Mpa MOS = 3.8

3-24

I Parallel fillet welds. F

2F
F
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Figure 3-11: Parallel fillet weld FBD from Shigley's figure 9-11[5]

1.414F
Uweld,t - h

Uweid =

3-25

3-26
1.4 1 4 (Fbushing,x,L+Fbushing,x,R+Fpistonx)

hl

The Uweid in equation 3-26 should not exceed V Uyeild

With h = 6.35mm Solving for 1,

1.414(Fbushing,x,L+Fbushing,x,R +Fpistonx)

Uweidh

Weld yield strength will be estimated by 0 .9 Uyeild

The weld will be located on both sides of the box extrusion to the deck illustrated in

Figure 3-12. Totaling 300mm length and 6.35mm height per weld.

/4

N

~

/1

/

Figure 3-12: The deck frame

will be welded to the deck at

the locations pointed to in the

image. The gussets will be at

the edge of the ship deck on the

port/starboard side.
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Minimum weld length 120

Actual weld length 1200



4 Automated Deployment and Retraction System

The sump is deployed into the water via a dual acting hydraulic cylinder. The same piston

will retract the sump after use. Figure 4-1 shows the two states, retracted and deployed. The

retracted state is for transportation and sump/arm maintenance. The deployed state is for SOS

operation.

Figure 4-1: The linkage in a retracted state then a deployed state. The dual acting piston is used for this

movement. The piston is also used to add or subtract stiffness from the wave following.

The ballast displaces a volume of water and takes on head on and transverse

hydrodynamic loading. The piston needs to lift the sump in its entirety and do so in five minutes.

The mass of the arm, designed according to the structural analysis presented herein, and the

sump is 1300 kilograms without water in the sump. The water will be drained by adding small

holes in the bottom of the sump. The center of gravity position changes 1.7m from the deployed

position to the retracted position, shown in Figure 4-1. The power required to retract is calculated

through equation 4-1.

P = mg cog 4-1t

P = 0.08kW 0-lHp
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The requirement needs a piston that is rated to actuate 2,800 lbs. at 0.1 Hp. The extended

length of the piston must be at least 103 in and the minimum retracted must be at most 80 in. An

extended length of 103 in and retracted length of at most 80 in means the range for the angle a is

750 < a < 1800. A range of this size will ensure the successful deployment and retraction of the

linkage. The WCT 2.5x48 and the WCT 3x48 models will both work for the pilot vessel build

this summer.

COLUMN
LOAD

mage S' BR OK( ) STROKE ROD RETRACTED EXTENDED PIN 0 PORT OIL VOL 1+ 44 104
(INCH) (INCH) (INCH) (INCH) (INCH) SIZE L0 (QUARTS) PAAm emun-ou PeC5-ma

PSI

WCT 2.5x48 2.5 48 1.5 56 104 1 SAE S,700 4.08 -10% $208.05 $197.10
$197.10

4 00 WCT 3x48 3 48 1.5 56 104 1 6,200 5.87 -10% $240.30 $244k"

$246.60

Figure 4-2: The hydraulic piston information in this figure show the specifications of a hydraulic dual

activation piston used for the deployment and retraction of the sump and arm.

5 Cost

Cost is based on the scale model test linkage that was built for the early summer scale model

test. The hydraulic pump that powers the piston is assumed to be already purchased in the full

estimate in Table 5-1. The welding cost is the middle of the range for typical welder hour rates.

The rest of the material cost estimates were chosen from McMaster or a local steel vendor.

Item Cost/g or cost/unit Number Estimated full scale

cost

Steel $8.76/m 20 m $175.20

Welding $1 00/hr. 6 hrs. $600

Coatings $5.68/bottle 1 bottle $5.68

Bushings $5.66/unit 4 bushings $22.64

Clevis Pins $1.59/unit 4 pins $6.36

Piston $200/unit 1 piston $200
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Two-way control valve $1 00/unit 1 valve $100

Total Cost $1109.88/sump

Table 5-1: The cost of the deployment mechanism on a per sump basis. The estimated cost of having

three sumps onboard a vessel would be about $3330.

6 Solid model

The SolidWorks model in Figure 6-1 was built to be a fully parametric equation driven

model. The tube specifications, piston sizes, tab sizes, sump size, and a few other things can be

changed easily through a text value in a text file. This allows anyone to build the model and see

the relative sizes of the components immediately. The next step in the CAD model is to input the

test vessel that will be used this summer and show important features.

Figure 6-1: A solid model showing three sumps. The overall architecture is for each sump to be

independent of each other. There could be a configuration where the sump is only one piece
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6.1 Scale Model

To test the hydrodynamics model that Gray developed, a scale model test was formulated

and built to be tested early in the summer along with the pilot device that was sized for 5000

GPM. The model was scaled by a factor of V-1U. The frame was welded McMaster 1144 alloy

steel.
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Figure 6-2: Completed scaled down arm and deck frame ready for testing. The sump was added to the

arm later.

7 Manufacturing concerns
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The extraneous welds in Figure 6-2 long the outside of the arm were added to mitigate the

effects of warpage due to contraction from the interior welds. The next model should include a

reference bar parallel to the other two that holds the distance and hole parallelism. This is critical

for mass production, as extra welds are costly and parts need to be interchangeable.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

7.1 Tolerances

The tolerance on the lengths of each component are large (+/-0.1"). The only critical

positioning is between the 1 DOF joint, the tabs and arm bores. The functional requirement is

that the arm must be able to spin freely on the bushing when fully welded and assembled.

8 Future Steps

In order to improve this design, it is recommended that the arm includes a thin bar close to

the bushing connection that keeps the two extrusions at a specified distance apart to help mitigate

the effects of weld warpage. If the number of sumps change and the number of sumps remain

equal to one, then the analysis needs to be modified to accommodate this geometry change. The

piston needs to be controlled, the amount of oil pumped into the ports will govern how far to

deploy/retract the sump and thus could use a simple control loop using limit switches and a

control circuit that has built in redundancy so that the limit switches do not cause premature

stoppage. When in the retracted mode, the deck frame should have a locking mechanism to hold

the arm sump while in transportation to new sargassum mat.
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9 Conclusion

A design for a welded deck structure was developed for a Sargassum Ocean Sequestration

concept that maintains a consistent fluid velocity over the lip of a sump. The Eco Wave Power®

linkage provided a good starting point for the design and implementation of the SOS linkage.

The design process started with determining what were the most important pieces to this linkage

and it was determined that the linkage must maintain a sufficient inlet water velocity and that the

structure withstands the forces expected due to inclement waves in 900 heading. Once the forces

and stresses were calculated for the members, the margins were calculated using material

specifications from MMPDS. The bushing and clevis pin joint shear strength was calculated at

the end of the two-year cycle lifetime and at the maximum expected wave force the joint is

expected to survive. The rest of the margins were calculated to have high margins with a FOS of

2. The high margins and conservative modeling assumptions indicate the structure will survive

the maximum number of cycles expected, given the corrosion protective coating does not wear

off and compromise the material.
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